What’s New In Procore
Here’s what we’ve been up to from October 2019 - December 2019

FEATURED UPDATES

NEW PRODUCT

Embedded experience

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Daily Log accountability
Decide what’s most important to you with custom fields

We’ve recently made significant enhancements

on the Manpower Log. The bigger the job the more detail

to the Procore Platform that makes it easier than

you can capture or keep it simple for smaller specialty

ever for customers or developers to create, locate,

contractors. Track information specific to your project

install, or manage construction apps designed to

or company. Learn more.

meet unique construction challenges. Learn more.

Submittals
Implement an automated process for adjusting the
QUALITY & SAFETY

submittal workflow dates to keep your project on time and
on track. With ‘Admin’ level permissions add the ‘Dynamic

Add attachments to forms & fillable forms
on web

Approver Due Date’ setting to eliminate the need to
manually update each approver due date. Learn more.

Reduction in time spent looking for paperwork expands
to the office. Introducing the ability to fill out forms on
the web, right inside of Procore (previously only available
on mobile). In addition, you can now add supporting
attachments like photos, drawings and other documents
to these forms. Learn more.

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

Viewpoint Vista synced budget modifications
Export Procore budget modifications to Viewpoint Vista
to alleviate double entry. Users now have the ability to

Improved inspection scheduling

include both updated original estimate amounts and
Procore budget modifications. Learn more.

Schedule inspections and receive email notifications for
overdue items. Learn more.

Improve safety with better
incidents reporting
Select multiple body parts when reporting on an incident,

Unified line item experience
The unified line item experience release provides
one, streamlined and intuitive line item creation
process across Project Financials tools, creating more
consistency and usability. Learn more.

resulting in more granular detail capture and providing
you with the insights you need to keep related incidents
from happening in the future. Learn more.
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FIELD PRODUCTIVITY

Classification on timesheets
Employee’s timesheet hours can now be allocated to the appropriate
work classification, ensuring labor hours are accurately tagged to the
correct level of labor. Learn more.

Individual time entry
Employees can now log their own time in Procore! Give your workforce
the ability to clock in and out from a mobile device and always know if
they are onsite or offsite with GPS tagging. Learn more.

OTHER UPDATES & ENHANCEMENTS

Additions & updates to the App Marketplace
Our newest integrations include: Buildr Warranty Management,
WeatherBuild Basic, OpenSpace, Smartvid.io View, ArcGIS Viewer,
SiteSupt.com, Procore Integration for Google Sheets™, StructionSite
Embedded, User Tool Kit, SmartPM™ Project Analytics Platform, Pype
Closeout Embedded, Pype AutoSpecs Embedded, SlatPlanner, Bridgit
Bench Embedded, Buildr Embedded, EarthCam Embedded, FieldChat,
Genus, HoloBuilder 360° Photo Site, Documentation Embedded,
Hypercast, lienwaivers.io Subcontractor Tool, ManufactOn Embedded,
PEX Connector, e-Builder® Connector, Core Connector, eBacon Time
Card Integration, KTrack, lienwaivers.io QuickBooks Online Bridge,
Projectmates Connector, Hilti ON!Track, CEMEX Go, Leica iCON
Field, Clarizen One, Safety Reports, Assignar, ICT Tracker, Matterport
Showcase, and Work Zone Cam.
Visit the App Marketplace to learn more.
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